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AS FUTURISM, AS DISEASE
The room had always seeDled the aame, composite
blur of chairs-and tables, lamps, glass painted clocks.
It was a room. My catseye fumbling in the dark
touched what was there. How, now, meridian, the
light refracts glass fragme~ts of what wasl A word,
wired to suspicion, contacts fear. One knows. One
always knew. The monksclothcurtains part, remote.
Shock speeds to panic, then retreat. But back to wall,
the infantile steps out again, rel~aming how to walk
and know. Rugs diagram the patterned loss. Books
stare, as ignorant as yesterday. I would not mind the
change, except that nothing is quite finished yet.
Chairs, tables separate, then stop. Movement precedirig moment chills;· and fever halts halfway. The .
spinning cindlesticks can't fall. The pictures slyly
tilt. Plane gape, spaced in between, a cubist horror
where the fonns all fit. Walls shift yet stand. How
can abstractions freeze, yet be alive, and disconnections still connect? Words say it, but the dread remains. Sun polished doorknobs prime for turns.
Fear clots. It won't go off. I smile. Clocks tick. But
why is it so quiet here? It's all the same, though
nothing's in its proper place. And nothing moves.

A VISIT, A HOUSE, A ROOM
The walls were blue as eyes. Canary curtains and the
salmon chairs tempered withdrawals like evasive
smiles. Go backl Keep on, the sofa said, black, pink,
checked, masked as harlequin. As lithe as light, the
temperature went up with music an~ came down to
love. It seemed like love. Even the shutters, that
were green, shut out discretion. Light pasteled
doubt. A poise of color, not rejection yet, poised
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